The human body is, like the world, divided into three parts, one above the other. And starting from the bottom, the first part extends from a sheet of tissue or membrane, which divides the body into two at the waist and is called the diaphragm, down to the feet. The next highest extends from that partition to the head [testa] . The third highest is the head.'
6 Dialoghi III.331. 7 Puerta VII.14 (Krabbenhoft, 370). 8 E.g., Puerta V.9 (Krabbenhoft, 170).
This would have made it accessible to a generation of thinkers, whose knowledge of Hebrew was uncertain at best. Secondly, the Dialoghi provided one of the most sophisticated and subtle readings of love to emerge from the Italian Renaissance, one that combined all of the major trajectories of Renaissance thought -humanism, Platonism, Aristotelianism, and Neoplatonism. Thirdly, if Abravanel was comfortable with the intellectual, aesthetic, and literary worlds of Renaissance humanism, he was equally at home in the world of Jewish thought, especially Kabbalah, where beauty was also regarded as a universal principle pervading the entire cosmos. 4 Finally, Judah Abravanel was also part of a trend in the fifteenth century that witnessed Jewish thinkers begin to stress the limitations of human reason. For Judah Abravanel, the universe, more specifically the divine anthropos, contains within itself all three worlds. 5 Moreover, these three worlds are mirrored, for Abravanel, in the tripartite division of the human into body (corpo), soul (anima), and intellect (intelletto). 6 Abraham Cohen de Herrera's ontology also assumes a tripartite structure, which in Puerta del Cielo VII.14 he cites in the name of Judah Abravanel. Here he refers to the divine anthropos that 'contains in himself all three worlds': '. . . the mental, in which the Deity places the mind and the soul; the heavenly, which consists of the spheres and the stars; and the sublunary, which includes the elements and the elementals.' 7 For Herrera, these three worlds are created by Ein Sof through the emanative system of the sefirot. These three worlds-respectively referred to as beri'ah, yetzirah, and 'asiyahare progressively more accessible to humans, and thus provide a ladder to ascend to knowledge of the divine. 8 These three worlds, although distinct, are nevertheless intimately connected to one another:
